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**IMPORTANT REMINDER**

Medical Policies are developed to provide guidance for members and providers regarding coverage in accordance with contract terms. Benefit determinations are based in all cases on the applicable contract language. To the extent there may be any conflict between the Medical Policy and contract language, the contract language takes precedence.

PLEASE NOTE: Contracts exclude from coverage, among other things, services or procedures that are considered investigational or cosmetic. Providers may bill members for services or procedures that are considered investigational or cosmetic. Providers are encouraged to inform members before rendering such services that the members are likely to be financially responsible for the cost of these services.

**DESCRIPTION**

Threshold electrical stimulation is the delivery of low intensity electrical stimulation to target spastic muscles during sleep at home. The stimulation is not intended to cause muscle contraction and has been proposed as a treatment for motor disorders in children.

**MEDICAL POLICY CRITERIA**

Threshold electrical stimulation as a treatment of motor disorders, including but not limited to cerebral palsy, is considered **investigational**.

**NOTE:** A summary of the supporting rationale for the policy criteria is at the end of the policy.

**CROSS REFERENCES**

1. [Inferential Current Stimulation](#), Durable Medical Equipment Policy No. 83.07

**BACKGROUND**

Although the mechanism of action is not understood, it is thought that low intensity stimulation may increase muscle strength and joint mobility leading to improved voluntary motor function.
The technique has been used most extensively in children with spastic diplegia related to cerebral palsy, but also in other motor disorders, such as spina bifida and essential tremor.

**REGULATORY STATUS**

Devices used for threshold electrical stimulation are classified as “powered muscle stimulators.” As a class, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) describes these devices as “an electronically powered device intended for medical purposes that repeatedly contracts muscles by passing electrical currents through electrodes contacting the affected body area.” There are currently more than 30 devices with 510(k) approval from the FDA. Marketing clearance via the 510(k) process does not require data regarding clinical efficacy.

---

**EVIDENCE SUMMARY**

The principal outcomes associated with treatment of motor disorders are improvements in strength, function or mobility, and minimization of pain. Outcomes relating to use of a threshold electrical stimulation device are best understood in comparison with treatment from a placebo device. Therefore, data from adequately powered, blinded, randomized controlled trials (RCT) are required to control for the placebo effect, determine its magnitude, and determine whether any treatment effect provides a significant advantage over the placebo.

Validation of therapeutic electrical stimulation also requires controlled, randomized studies that can isolate the contribution of the electrical stimulation from other components of conservative therapy such as standardized regimens of physical therapy, oral medications, and/or botulinum toxin injections.

Systematic Review

A 2019 systematic review (SR) assessed the effectiveness of several different tremor modulating devices including functional electrical stimulation (FES) as a noninvasive alternative therapy for essential tremor suppression[1]. Twelve studies were identified as relevant including three that specifically included FES in the treatment modality. The authors recommend future studies to adopt more rigorous scientific methodology including well design longitudinal studies, larger sample size and appropriate randomization. The authors concluded the level of efficacy of the tremor control devices is low.

A 2006 SR of electrical stimulation or other therapies given after botulinum toxin injection, conducted by the American Academy for Cerebral Palsy and Developmental Medicine, concluded that the available evidence supporting their use is poor.[2] It is not clear whether electrical stimulation, as a supplement to botulinum toxin, is associated with any additional improvement in health outcomes.

**RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS**

Several RCTs have been conducted on the use of threshold electrical stimulation for treatment of motor disorders in children with cerebral palsy or types II/III spinal muscular atrophy:

Kerr (2006) compared the efficacy of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), threshold electrical stimulation, and placebo in strengthening the quadriceps muscles in children with cerebral palsy.[3] Sixty children were randomized to receive sixteen weeks of therapy with NMES (n=18), threshold electrical stimulation (n=20) or placebo (n=22). At six-week follow-up, no statistically significant between-group difference was found for strength or function, although a statistically significant difference was found favoring threshold electrical stimulation on the impact of disability. Retrospective analysis indicated that the study fell short of the 110
to 190 subjects required to achieve statistical power for measures of strength and function, indicating that if any further between-group differences existed, the study was too small to find them.

Three small RCTs (n <24) reported conflicting results in the study of threshold electrical stimulation as a treatment of motor disorders related to cerebral palsy or types II/III spinal muscular atrophy.[4-6] However, conclusions from these studies should be interpreted with caution due to small sample sizes.

Dali (2002) published the results of a double blind, placebo-controlled trial that randomized 57 children with cerebral palsy to receive either threshold electrical stimulation or a sham device for a 12-month period.[7] Visual and subjective assessments showed a trend in favor of the treatment group; however, there was no significant effect of therapeutic electrical stimulation in terms of motor function, range of motion, or muscle size. The authors concluded that therapeutic electrical stimulation was not shown to be effective in this study.

Steinbok (1997) conducted a randomized trial of threshold electrical stimulation.[8] Forty-four patients with spastic cerebral palsy who had undergone a selective posterior lumbosacral rhizotomy at least one year previously were randomized to receive a 12-month period of 8 to 12 hours of nightly electrical stimulation or no therapy. Results from this study should be interpreted with caution. Although the therapists who assessed outcomes were blinded to the treatment, patients and their parents were not. Lack of patient blinding introduces potential bias in favor of the electrical stimulation. Additionally, patients were encouraged to maintain the ongoing therapy in which they were participating, and the type of physical therapy in either the control or treatment group was not described. The lack of control for associated physical therapy limits interpretation of the study results.

**PRACTICE GUIDELINE SUMMARY**

No evidence-based clinical practice guidelines were identified that recommend the use of threshold electrical stimulation for any type of motor disorder.

**SUMMARY**

There is not enough research to show that threshold electrical stimulation improves health outcomes for people with motor disorders, or any other condition. No clinical guidelines based on research recommend threshold electrical stimulation as a treatment for any condition. Therefore, threshold electrical stimulation is considered investigational for all indications.
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### CODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCPCS</td>
<td>E1399</td>
<td>Durable medical equipment, miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K1018</td>
<td>External upper limb tremor stimulator of the peripheral nerves of the wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K1019</td>
<td>Replacement supplies and accessories for external upper limb tremor stimulator of the peripheral nerves of the wrist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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